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What does good tone sound like to you?

Setting the Stage for Success

A Checklist of Basics

Tone Development - Low Register

Tone Development - Into the Higher Registers

Flexibility

Intervals

Lyrical Passages

Troubleshooting

Taking Tone to the Next Level
Objectives:

- Rich, focused sound (not airy)
- Smooth connection between notes
- Even tone quality from the beautiful first note to the very lowest note on the flute
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ACCENTED LOW-REGISTER EXERCISE

Objectives:

- Rich, focused sound (not airy)
- Breath attacks, then tongued
- Even tone quality
- Fortissimo dynamic in the low register
- No cracked notes!
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Octave Exercise

Objectives:
- “Drag” wonderful low register tone into upper register
- Even tone quality
- Resonant, focused sound – not airy
- Endurance
- Correct fingerings
- Keep air moving between notes/octaves
- Intonation – keep octaves in tune
- Minimal lip/jaw movement, if any
FLEXIBILITY EXERCISE

Objectives:

- Keep an open and even sound always
- Be sure intervals are in tune and that every time you return to C, it has the same quality
- Play at various tempos, working to increase speed without missing notes
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INTERVAL EXERCISE

Objectives:

- Keep an open and even sound always
- Be sure intervals are in tune – check to be sure the third note in each measure is accurate with a tuner and/or with the rest of the section
- Work to improve tone, especially on the lowest notes.
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ADDITIONAL TONE RESOURCES


This book is extremely important as a source for studies to develop the extended techniques needed to play Dick’s music, as well as many other avant-garde composers’ music. A wealth of information is available in this book, making it a “must” for all serious advanced flutists.


This book is a collection of melodies in which tone should be the focus. One or more variations are given after each melody. Very little text is included. A general focus or goal is given for many of the exercises. These goals would help to foster finesse and expression in playing. The melodies are not technically difficult, but the difficulty lies in the expressiveness with which they are played.


This book covers aspects of tone, including: timbre and homogeneity of tone in every register, suppleness of tone (especially in the low register), attacking and slurring notes, fullness of tone and management of tone in interpretation. In each section, the text is highlighted by musical exercises and examples. The difficulty level is fairly consistent throughout the book. The concepts are attainable by intermediate flutists, but they will continue to be valuable as the flutist becomes more advanced.


This book is a collection of tone exercises, excerpts from orchestral works, and arias. There are no written instructions or comments. These melodies are mostly not difficult. The difficulty lies in the expressiveness with which they are played. They are also meant to be transposed at sight.


Trevor begins with general tone exercises that cover each register, and then he moves to specific areas that require separate attention. These specific areas include: Gnomes (E natural and F sharp), Tone Color, Breath Control, Flexibility, and Pitch Control. He ends the book with excerpts from the standard flute repertoire where his concepts would enhance the performance. This book is written well and presented well. Trevor gives good descriptions of each concept and includes practical applications of these concepts.